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The Scale of the Challenge
•

•

There’s lots of good news showing the progress we’re
making to deliver a Strong Prosperous Economy and
Compassionate City and no shortage of awards
illustrating our progress,
– The best big city in England for standard of life
according to MoneySuperMarket’s 2015 quality of
living index covering employment, wages, house price
affordability and cost of living
– Best student city
– One of the Fastest Economic Growth Rates in the
North
But there’s lots to do to ensure the benefits of change
and economic growth are shared across our community
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The Patterns of Inequality
•

Quality of Life; While the city is significantly better than the national (England)
average in terms of statutory homelessness and violent crime, it is significantly
worse in terms of deprivation, child poverty and long term unemployment, all major
determinants of good health, and in levels of GCSE attainment, although the latter
does show recent improvements.

•

Children and Younger People; Children’s health is significantly worse than the
national position in respect of smoking status at time of delivery, breastfeeding
initiation and under 18 conceptions.

•

Specific diseases; the city is significantly worse than the national average in
relation to hospital stays for alcohol related harm, drug misuse and sexually
transmitted infections. While the percentage of recorded diabetes is significantly
better than the national average, it does show a slight worsening trend.

•

Life expectancy at birth of both males and females is also significantly worse than
the national average, as are smoking related deaths, and the under 75 mortality rate
for cardiovascular disease and cancer. Similarly differences in life expectancy
between different areas are ranked amongst the highest in the UK with, for example,
a 10 year difference between Harewood and Hunslet.

An aligned response within the
health and care sector
• The Spirit Level
• Fair Society, Healthy Lives; Marmot
Review 2010
• Shaping healthy cities and economies:
the role of clinical commissioning. NHS E
Dec 2016
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A Whole City Approach
•
•
•

Maximising the local impact of anchor institutions: a
case study of Leeds City Region (JRF Jan 2017)
There are major opportunities to achieve more inclusive
economic growth.
Realising these wider benefits requires innovation and
new forms of collaboration between anchor institutions
within and across sectors.
– Agreeing priorities
– Pooling Budgets – making the Leeds £ real
– Place Base Approaches

The Leeds Economy
Colin Mawhinney, Head of Health Innovation,
Health Partnerships on behalf of Tom
Bridges, Chief Officer Economy and
Regeneration, Leeds City Council

20 February 2017

Leeds Health and Wellbeing Board
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THE LEEDS GROWTH STRATEGY 2011‐2016
The Leeds seven core priorities are:
 health and medical
 financial and business services
 low carbon manufacturing
 creative, cultural and digital
 retail
 housing and construction
 social enterprise and the third sector
‘The concentration of expertise and jobs in health translate into wealth and well
being. Putting the currently disparate pieces of this jigsaw together will reveal a
picture of a literal ‘healthy economy’ that the city can exploit to power future
growth and enhance quality of life. The health and medical
sector in the city will be one of the fastest growing globally, a lynchpin of the city’s
economy, and central to its quality of life.’
www.leedsgrowthstrategy.co.uk

THE NEED FOR A REFRESH


Rapid change in the political and economic environment
• Brexit
• Industrial Strategy
• Northern Powerhouse
• Five Year Forward View
• Prosperous Economy and Compassionate City



Building on the achievements of original strategy
• One of the fastest growing economies in the north,
• Most productive economy in the north

www.leedsgrowthstrategy.co.uk
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STRONG JOBS GROWTH
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www.leedsgrowthstrategy.co.uk

DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS

£4 BILLION

£695 MILLION

£5.1 BILLION

WORTH MAJOR
DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES

OF SCHEMES UNDER
CONSTRUCTION AT THE END
OF 2015

OF SCHEMES IN THE
DEVELOPEMT PIPELINE

865,000 sq ft

£500 MILLION

490,000 sq ft

OF OFFICE SPACE UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

IN MAJOR RETAIL AND
LEISURE DEVELOPMENTS

COMPLETED IN LEEDS OVER THE
LAST TEN YEARS

THE HIGHEST SINCE 2007

OF EMPLOYMENT SPACE

COMPLETED IN THE ENTERPRISE
ZONE SINCE SEPT 2015

www.leedsgrowthstrategy.co.uk
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HOUSING GROWTH

3,296 New homes completed in Leeds in
2015‐16, highest amongst core cities
(Manchester completed 1525)

www.leedsgrowthstrategy.co.uk

DOUBLING THE SIZE OF LEEDS CITY CENTRE
EXISTING

www.leedsgrowthstrategy.co.uk
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IMPACT OF SOUTH BANK AND INNOVATION DISTRICT
FUTURE GROWTH

www.leedsgrowthstrategy.co.uk

POSITIVE RECENT TRENDS AND FORECASTS

www.leedsgrowthstrategy.co.uk
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SLOW PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH
Productivity has struggled since the recession.
Average annual growth rate:
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www.leedsgrowthstrategy.co.uk

STRONG START‐UP AND SCALE‐UP PERFORMANCE

Number of start‐ups in Leeds (2010 –
2014)
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There were
4,275 start ups
in Leeds in
2014

20%

Start-up rate

Business births

5,000

Second highest
number of start‐
ups of the Core
Cities. Birmingham
has 5,295.

2014
Good location
for scale ups

The rate of start‐
ups (number of
business births by
number of
companies) has
increased from
14% in 2009 to
19% in 2014.

Leeds City Region
is forecast to
have the highest
number of
‘additional scale
up per year’
between 2014
and 2024.

www.leedsgrowthstrategy.co.uk
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The opportunity for good growth
A conversation with health and innovators

Leeds Health and Wellbeing Board

OPPORTUNITIES TO TACKLE POVERTY

150,000 people
in Leeds living within
10% most deprived
wards in England

81,000 new jobs
forecast to be created
in LCR by 2020

Number of jobs in paying
less than Real Living Wage:

80,000 in Leeds
600,000 job
opportunities forecast
in LCR by 2020 due to
people leaving the
workforce
www.leedsgrowthstrategy.co.uk
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Reducing Health
Inequalities through
Innovation and
System Change
Dylan Roberts, Chief Digital and Information
Officer

20 February 2017

Leeds Health and Wellbeing Board

Health and Wellbeing Outcomes vs
Health and Care Services

Whole System & Place Based Approach Relevant To Many Outcome Areas
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Coordination of care as one
system

City First, Organisation Second
Access

Whole
system

Apps & devices to
support people live
their lives – health
and social care

Information &
Advice
(Leeds Directory/
NHS.uk)

Citizen Portal
(My
information)

Open data
analysis and
application

Professionals
Portals (Leeds
Care Record, CIS
etc)

View intelligence reports/
dashbords

Open standards platform & messaging to allow data to flow across the whole system
Digital literacy and leadership
Consumer Applications and Tools

Information Portals:
Leeds Directory,
Mental Health etc..

Digital tools: Video
(Skype), Social, Mobile

Telex
Assisted Living Leeds
Telecare/ Assisted
Living Devices
Software and Tools

Care Act Apps
E.g. Personal Care
Account

Non person sensitive
datasets prepared for open
publication

Social care apps
CIS(eCM), eCB
ELMS

Open Data (Data Mill
North)

Leeds Primary Care
Records

Applications

Co-designed with Service Users/Carers and Pratitioners

Data

Citizen Owned Data (PHR)
Public and Private wifi

Infrastructure

City Office of Data
Analytics & Reporting

NHS number to connect data
Common infrastructure for health and social care

One Information Governance Framework
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Agreed Core Design Principles
The Core Design Principles relating to this open platform approach are the key ‘non-tangible’
objectives that provide an overarching guide in the development and deployment of this new open
platform. They are critical to conveying the purpose and goals. Once agreed with key stakeholders,
these Core Design Principles will be translated into expected outcomes and design controls to be used
to assess success going forward.

1

Be Open Standards Based – The implementation is
based on open standards which any willing party can
use, free of charge, to build an instance of the Open
Platform

2

Be Vendor and Technology Neutral – Whilst
implementations may choose bespoke technologies
and/or proprietary components, standards should not
depend on particular technologies or require components
from particular vendors.

3

Share Common Information Models – A set of
common information models used by all instances of
the Open Platform, independent of the specific
technical details of a particular implementation.

4

Support Open Data – An implementation of the Open
Platform can expose all of the data it contains in an open,
shareable, computable format in near real-time

5

Support Application Portability – Applications
written to run on one implementation of the Open
Platform can run with little or no change on another
independently developed implementation.

6

Provide Open APIs – APIs are the means by which
applications connected to the Open Platform are able to
access and update the data it contains. The platform
should support several APIs to give maximum flexibility
for applications that wish to connect.

7

Be Federateable – Any implementation of the Open
Platform can be connected with other independently
developed implementations in a federated structure
to allow the sharing of appropriate information and
workflows between them.

Mapping between the LDR … STP …
the health and wellbeing strategy

STP
Local Digital Roadmap
Digital literacy skills for citizens
‘Link’ health and care data across sectors
Use and publish ‘open data’
Design and deliver city‐ or place‐based
analytical infrastructure solutions
Engage communities with data that is
meaningful to them
Build and develop analytical skills
Work with citizens to increase confidence in
data/ information
Tools to support citizen self‐care/self‐
management
Support the establishment of clinical advisory
services (West Yorkshire aspects)
Technology to support single points of access ‐
citizens
Technology to support single points of access ‐
professionals
Collaboration tools for professionals to
citizens/patients inc. voice and video
Work with private sector to develop new
consumer‐based products to support self‐care
and self‐management
Patient access to their information ‐ citizen
and professional generated
Improve population stratification techniques
Public wifi access
Improve technology infrastructure within
organisations to ensure reliability and
adequate service support to cover extended
hours and 7‐day working;
Integrated decision support tools
Facilities to navigate pathways across sectors
Facilities to manage health and care workflow
Access to the NHS number for direct care and
support
Digital literacy skills for professionals
Collaboration tools for professionals to
professionals inc. voice and video
Systems that support paper‐free within
secondary care inc. AQPs and independent
Systems that support paper‐free within
community, mental health care
Systems that support paper‐free within social
care
Systems that support paper‐free within new
models of care
Systems that support paper‐free within third
sector care
Integrated view of health and care
information across sectors inc. wider than
Leeds inc. key alerts and flags
Integrated 'write' information shared
between sectors inc. wider than Leeds
Deliver a unified care plan or view of care
plans
Tele‐technologies for citizen to professional
Deliver 10 universal technologies
Technology to provide real‐time feedback
Specialised technology ‐ precision medicine,
robotics etc.
Design and deliver city‐ or place‐based
infrastructure solutions
Utilise private sector, independents, SMEs etc.
to contribute to city inward investment
Progress an Open Standards approach to
developing a Digital Platform for the city

Well and independent

Person centred care

Place Based
Approach
Neighbourhood,
City or
Region

Efficiency and effectiveness

Leeds Plan/STP
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City Digital Team – Joined up
delivery
Digital and Information Programme
Sponsors: Jason Broch / Dylan Roberts
Portfolio Director: Alastair Cartwright
Leeds Informatics Board and
City CIO Group

City Digital Team (David Rowson)
Portfolio Management and Commissioning

Prevention
Colin
Mawhinney

Self Management
& Proactive Care
Julie Oxley

One City Infrastructure and IG
Dave Maidment / Ralph McNally

Efficient & Effective
Care – Janet Howden

One City Intelligence
Tom Mason & tbc

Urgent Care /
Response
Julie Oxley

West Yorkshire
Victor Longfield
/ Andy Taylor

Innovation
Colin Mawhinney

PAPERLESS 2020
NHS DIGITAL
Roarke Batten and Eve Roodhouse

Reducing Health Inequalities
through Digital and Information
Why invest in Leeds - Differentiators Part 1
•
•
•
•
•

Joined up system and decision making
Clear future direction
Clear design principles
Whole system approach
Setting the template for delivering Paperless
2020 with NHS Digital
• A direction that could significantly disrupt the
market. (Advantage as well as disadvantage
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Self Care and Prevention

Award Winning Sustainable Innovation
Labs

www.SustainableDevelopmentLab.com
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HORIZON 2020 – Call ‘Information Communication Technologies’
Topic: IoT-01-2016 Large Scale Pilots – Innovation Action

ACTIVAGE

ACTivating InnoVative IoT smart living environments for AGEing well

ACTIVAGE aims to prolong and support the independent living of older adults in
their living environments.
ACTIVAGE will build the first European interoperable and open IoT ecosystem.

1000 residents supporting a range of use cases:Reducing social isolation, Fall detection/prevention, Personal health and
symptoms monitoring and Independent living support using energy monitoring

Digital literacy can reduce
Health Inequalities and
improve lives
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A big club with a shared
vision
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Reducing Health Inequalities
through Digital and Information
Why invest in Leeds - Differentiators Part 2
• Open Platform Approach
• Convening Power of professionals and
communities of interest
• Great Test Bed
• Proven Approaches to Co-Design/Co-Production

Reducing Health Inequalities
through Digital and Information
Challenges
• Issues of boundaries and control
• Leaders taking a City/Place first whole system
approach (accepting trade offs)
• Scaling up of innovations
• Capacity and capabilities (recruitment and
retention of talent)
• Some vendors protecting their market position
• Funding and investment
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Delivering better outcomes for less
through digital and information

Developing digital
practitioners &
People driving digital
in Leeds
(Click here to view Prezi)
Dr Victoria Betton, Director, mhabitat

20 February 2017

Leeds Health and Wellbeing Board
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A whole‐system approach to
delivering personalised medicine and
health in Leeds
Mike Messenger

Background
• April 2016 ‐ agreed we should expand beyond the
Precision Medicine Catapult (PMC) into
personalised medicine and health, including public,
community and mental health settings.
• June 2016 ‐ LAHP held PMH conference
• July 2016 – LAHP agreed that UoL would lead the
formulation of a city‐wide strategy for PMH
• October 2016 – Soft launch at Leeds Precision
Oncology Symposium
• November 2016 –Showcased ”Whole System”
approach at UK‐India Tech Summit
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What is the challenge?

Capacity and Resource

“In 2016, we face the most significant challenges for a generation. We
know that we must keep innovating and improving if we are to meet
the needs of our population in a tough financial climate” –WY STP

1st Gap in
Translation
Biomedical
Research

2nd Gap in
Translation

Technology
Development &
Market Approval

Academia

Clinical Practice
& Adoption

Health & Care

Industry
Translational Continuum

5‐10 years

(adapted from www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca)

10‐17 years

Personalised Medicine & Health
“a process by which the decisions made about health and care by
patients and the public, supported by clinicians, are enriched and
improved by the availability of the best possible technology,
information and evidence”
Data storage

Data linkage
Better Actions,
Outcomes &
Affordability

Healthcare
data
acquisition
Metadata
(Quality &
Accuracy)

Improving Patient‐Clinician
decision making (> accuracy,
tailoring, timing, participation)

Analysis and
interpretation

Effective
Communication
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Personalised Medicine and Health
Prediction &
Prevention

Early Diagnosis

Disease Screening

Prognosis
Treatment benefit /
response

Molecular
Phenotyping

Monitoring

Recovery
Death

Hospital
admission
Disease Free

Hospital discharge

Symptomatic
Disease
Asymptomatic
Disease

Acute
disease diagnosed

Chronic
disease
relapse

Disease response
Late side-effects

Treatment
initiation

Shift towards maintaining health and preventing disease

Leeds Centre for Personalised
Medicine and Health
Our Purpose:
“Enable Leeds’s population to benefit from the latest
innovations in personalised medicine and health, by
accelerating discovery, development, evaluation and
adoption of new treatments and technologies.”
Our Vision:
“Make Leeds a global leader in Personalised Medicine
and Health Service Provision, Research, Education and
Business”
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Our Aims
1. Catalyse multi-disciplinary cross sector collaborations with
industry, academics, patients and health/care providers and
commisioners across the city and beyond.
2. Develop and implement robust methodology and processes to
improve the pace and quality of research and implementation.
3. Strengthen Leeds’
infrastructure

personalised

medicine

and

health

4. Simplify access to the whole ecosystem
5. Communicate our capability and success widely internally and
externally, building the reputation of all LAHP organisations
6. Train and develop our research, care and industry workforce
through the Leeds Health and Care Academy
7. Inform and empower the public, patients and carers

Moving from Push to Pull
Matching our populations health and care
needs with excellent science and innovation
1. Patient and Population “Pull”

“Urgent health needs
requiring innovative
solutions”
• Initiated by Clinical and
Commissioning Strategy Group
• Horizon scan in collaboration
• Targeted local innovation and
development
• Evaluate and adopt locally
• Scale and disseminate widely

2. Science and Innovation “Push”

“Excellent ideas in need
of applications”
• Initiated by Science and
Technology Strategy Group
• Evaluate and adopt locally
• Scale nationally &
internationally
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Personalised Medicine Infrastructure
Discovery

Research
Council

Charity

NIHR

University
of Leeds

NHS

Commercial

Evaluation
MRC Medical Bioinformatics Informatics Centre
MRC Single Cell Genomics Centre
MRC Hyper-polarised MRI Centre
Wellcome Trust Institute of Biomedical Engineering
EPSRC Innovation Knowledge Centre
YCR Centre for Early
Phase Clinical Trials
Myeloma UK Accelerated Trials Test bed

Adoption

Breast Cancer Now & Search Breast Biorepository
NIHR Leeds Musculoskeletal Biomedical Research Unit
NIHR Clinical Research Facility
NIHR Colorectal Therapies Health Technology Cooperative
NIHR Diagnostic Evidence Cooperative
Astbury Centre for Structural Biology
Multidisciplinary Cardiovascular Research Centre
Institute of Medical and Biological Engineering
Leeds Multi-disciplinary Research Tissue Bank
Leeds Clinical Trials Research Unit
Leeds Integrated Care Record
Health & Social Care Information Centre
NHS Genomic Medicine Centre
National Haemato-Oncology Centre
CLAHRC Yorkshire and Humber
Yorkshire and Humber AHSN
Integration Pioneers
Vanguard
ResearchOne
Precision Medicine Catapult Centre of Excellence in Leeds

Summary
• Leeds is ideal to trial personalised medicine and health
innovations, as it has a large but simple healthcare
system, excellent clinical data, relevant expertise within
our universities and a diverse patient population.
• CPMH will:
• help Leeds to respond to increasing demand for healthcare
services with limited financial resources, by accelerating
research, evaluation and adoption of personalised medicine
and health innovations.
• design programmes that reduce cost, reduce waste and
improve patient outcomes.
• attract global clinical, academic and commercial talent to
Leeds and enable wealth creation.
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www.personalisedhealthleeds.com
@CMPHLeeds
pmc.enquiries@leeds.ac.uk
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